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1A. Introduction
This report presents the results of a study to produce a com-
puter program to calculate laminar and turbulent boundary layer flows.
The program is capable of calculating the following types of flow:
a. incompressible or compressible
b. two dimensional or axisymmetric
c. flows with significant transverse curvature
Also, the program can handle a large variety of boundary conditions,
such as blowing or suction, arbitrary temperature distributions and
arbitrary wall heat fluxes.
The present program has been specialized to the calculation of
equilibrium air flows and all of the thermodynamic and transport
properties used are for air. For the turbulent transport properties,
the eddy viscosity approach has been used. Although the eddy vis-
cosity models are semi-emperical, the model employed in the program
has corrections for pressure gradients, suction and blowing and
compressibility.
The basic method of approach is to put the equations of motion
into a finite difference form and then solve them by use of a digital
computer. The program is written in Fortan IV and requires small
amounts of computer time on most scientific machines. For example,
most laminar flows can be calculated in less than one minute of
machine time, while turbulent flows usually require three or four
minutes.
To show the usefulness of the present program, a sample of flow
calculations have been carried out and are presented in the report.
The calculations exhibit most of the different types of flow situations
2mentioned above, and represent a good test of the engineering
usefulness of the program. The only major difficulty with the
program was the sensitivity of the calculations to the initial
conditions for turbulent flow. Therefore, in the report we have
stressed the importance of the initial conditions for turbulent
flow.
3B. Analysis
1. Boundary Layer Equations in the Physical Plane:
The boundary layer equation in a general form for compressible
laminar or turbulent flows for two-dimensional and axisymmetric cases
can be written as (References [1] and [2])
Continuity:
Momentum:
Energy:
X (purj) + 2 [ri (pv + p'v')] = 0
du
pu 9x + (pv + p~ V) ~:u Pu e~ed  v' y ~e e dx
+ 1 2 [ri (p'y p2 u ,)]
Th Th : duepu -+ (pv + p'v') h= -upeue dx
+ (N + E)( + 1 B [rjE (k ah 'h ')]
+ (] + c)(u)2 1r- - Cp By
where the following notation has been used:
x,y rectangular coordinates
u,v x- and y- components of velocity
p mass density
h static enthalpy
p dynamic viscosity
e eddy viscosity
k conductivity
Cp specific heat at constant pressure
r = r
o
(x) +y cos a
where r
o
(x) is the body radius and a is the angle
between y and r (i.e., slope of body of revolution),
(+) for an outside body case and (-) for an inside
body case
(1)
(2)
(3)
4j = 0 for two-dimensional flow and j = 1 for axisymmetric
flow
primes refer to fluctuating quantities due to turbulence
subscript e - refers to outer edge of the boundary layer
and superscript - refers to average quantity. 
The boundary conditions are:
Continuity and Momentum:
u(x,0) = 0
v(x,0) = 0 or v(x,0) = Vw (mass transfer) (4)
lim u(x,y) = ue(x)
Y-ee
Energy: h(x,O) = h or h (x,O) = (ah
w :y ( )w
lim h(x,y) = he(x) (5)
e
where the subscript w refers to the wall.
In order to solve the boundary layer equations subject to the above
boundary conditions, we have to relate the time-mean fluctuating quan-
tities -pj-u- and -pv'h' to the mean velocity and enthalpy. To do this
the concept of eddy viscosity (cm ) and eddy conductivity (Oh) is used.
Du
-pu'v' = p y
9h (6)
-pv'h' = p h -y
and introduce a turbulent Prandtl number Prt defined as
Prt = £IEh (7)
Defining also
____ (8)
pv = pv + p'v'
the boundary layer equations (1,2,3) then become
Continuity: a- (pu r) + r (pv ) = 0 (l-a)
5DU + 2= u du 1 L2 [rj (ji+c) 2 ] (2-a)Momentum: u - + p -V PeUe dx + r y r ( ) y(2-a)
* Th + - Dh = dud u
Energy: pu a v+ pv_~y +Ue e)-DX ay e e dx 
(3-a)
+L~~~~~~~ [r ~~J Q+LF-) 
rJ j y r Pr + p_)]
Cip
where Pr E P is Prandtl numberk
It is clear that if we put £ = 0 and pv = pv, the above equations
will reduce to the known form of the compressible laminar boundary
layer equations.
2. Transformationof Coordinates:
Solving boundary layer equations can be considerably simplified by
transforming the dependent and independent variables. The object of
the transformations are the following: 1) limit the boundary layer
growth due to compressibility and body shape and locate approximately
the edge of the boundary layer, 2) decrease the changes and the
gradients of velocity and enthalpy in both coordinate directions,
and 3) remove the leading edge singularities and starting difficulties.
The transformations which were used are (Reference [1])
= fx (PP)r ue r2i dx (9)
0 r e
u er fY p dy (10)
(26) 0
If we look carefully we find that these transformations include
1) Mangler transformation to take into account the axisymmetric flow,
2) Howarth transformation for compressibility, and 3) Blasius trans-
formation for the changes due to variable ue and viscous diffusion.
6Using the above transformations, the edge of the boundary layer
(defined as n at u = 0.995) is located a priori. For the case of the
ue
laminar flow the edge of the boundary layer is around n = 6 while for
turbulent flow it varies somewhat between n = 150 and n = 200.
3. Boundary Layer Equations in the Transformed Coordinates:
Using the transformations (9) and (10), the boundary layer equations
(l-a, 2-a, 3-a) become:
Continuity:
Momentum:
Energy:
where
2~ f' +Dv V 02g a~g + av + f' = 
2,f' 
-
f
'
+ V 3f' ( _ f,2 ) + D ( )
ane
+ TC . m anf'
2
De Vfe ue = e(f')2 T D+ a (k3e)
2f+ C- ' + f ~1e =
,2
__] f'Ue
+ TC . %2 ~ + - fhe
fl= u-
u 
e
8 = heh
e
V 2~ (pv + f, n
(pi') rue r2 j (2v ) Tf X
r~ ~ ~ ~ E
: 2 due, = p(u + P) , P1 =
ue d pur r (pu)r 
km -(P)P ' 2r
+ QQ1/2Coa
TC = -(2) / cos a
e2J
(l-b)
(2-b)
(3-b)
7and (Pv)r is taken as a reference quantity which is evaluated at ther
surface.
The boundary conditions become:
Continuity and Momentum:
f' (R,0) = 0
1/2
(2~)/ (PvO
wV (~,0)= 0 or V (~,0) : (4-a)
(pp) rUer
lim f'(E,n) = 1
n-c
Energy:
e(, 0) = w or ae (,O) = (-)w
(5-a)
lim O(E,n) = 1
1 -Ax
8C. Transport and Thermodynamic Properties
The following is a listing of all the transport and thermodynamic
properties with references which have been used in the program. In
general the program can be changed to accept any particular set of
properties whether there be laminar or turbulent flow.
Viscosity
For the laminar viscosity coefficient, V, the empirical formula
for air developed by Keyes was chosen to be used. This formula is
particularly good at low temperatures (Reference [9]), and this
feature was needed for some of the temperatures encountered in the
wind tunnel calculations. The formula is
= .0232 * 10-6 (T)1 1 2 lb - sec for T=Temp., OR
(1 + 220 ft2
T-10 9/ T)
In the program the viscosity is given by the variable name TAB2 and
the Keyes formula is given in a separate function subroutine.
Enthalpy Temperature Relationship
The relationship between the air enthalpy and temperature was
established by use of the gas tables published by Keenan and Kaye,
Reference [5]. The tabulated values were used for temperatures be-
tween one hundred and six thousand degrees Rankine. In the program
the temperature was calculated from the enthalpy with the use of the
function subroutine TAB. This function consisted of a table of
temperature versus enthalpy with the enthalpy listed every one
hundred degrees.
9Turbulent Transport Properties
One of the most important parts of any turbulent boundary layer
program is the choice of the eddy viscosity model. At the present
time all current models are somewhat unsatisfactory for certain types
of flows; however, present models do perform well for a large class
of problems of engineering interest. (For proof of this statement,
see the results in the later section of the report.)
The eddy viscosity Em is defined by the following relationship
- p uV = PEm y
One of the best semi-empirical models developed for em is that
used by Cebeci, Reference [4]. In this model the turbulent boundary
layer is broken up into four regions where different expressions are
used to model the turbulent flow. The four regions are the laminar
sublayer, the transition layer, the fully-turbulent wall region, and
the outer wake-like region. A brief description will now be given
of the four regions and the expressions used.
Laminar Sublayer - In this region very near the wall the flow is
dominated by viscosity and turbulent fluctuations are not important.
Experimentally, it has been shown for smooth walls that the velocity
and temperature distributions can be calculated by using laminar flow
equations. Also, compressibility is important in this region, since
viscous dissipation has a maximum in the laminar sublayer.
Transition Layer - Across the transition layer the flow in a turbulent
boundary layer goes from one completely dominated by viscosity to
one dominated by inertial fluctuations or turbulence. The problem
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posed to an eddy viscosity model is to bridge the gap between the
laminar sublayer and the fully-turbulent wall region. The best
model for treating this region was developed by Van Driest, Reference
[7], and extended by Cebeci, Reference [4]. The Van Driest and
Cebeci model is based on an unsteady Couette flow analysis of the
fluctuating terms and includes the influences of compressibility,
mass transfer and pressure gradients. The transition region formula
used is
:m 2 ul [1 - exp (- yA)]
The first two terms of the above expression are the Prandtl mixing
length formula for the wall region, while the last expression is the
Van Driest damping function for the transition region. The unknown
semi-empirical constant A of the damping function is determined from
the following equation
26 pw 1/2 (_1
A = v* W ( )
where t
Pw +
N {- ( e) P [1 - exp (11.8 w) Vw ]
Pe W v wW
P w +) 1/2
+ exp (11.8vw + 1/
P
v* is the friction velocity, p the viscosity, and p density. The
subscript e refers to quantities evaluated at the edge of the boundary
layer, w the wall, and the refers to quantities evaluated in the
transition region. Also, the following definitions are used:
t Cebeci's paper has a misprint in it at this location.
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Ve' due
2 dx Du
+ Ue2 .. Cf Pw+ = f11 l
2(C 72 2(Cf/2). PeUe
+_vwv+ .v*:TwlVw :V*
The quantities represent the average value of properties in the
transition region, and the average was assumed equal to their value
+
at y = 11.8 where
+ = V*y
w
Also, there are many specialized forms of the above expression for N
which can be found in Reference [4].
Fully Turbulent Wall Region - The Prandtl mixing length model is used
to describe the flow in the turbulent wall region. This model is
essentially built into the Van Driest model as mentioned previously,
and the only necessary description is to define the mixing length.
The mixing length 2 is defined as
2 = ky
where k is a constant equal to .4 and y is the distance away from the
wall.
Outer Wake-Like Region - In the outer portions of a turbulent boundary
layer the eddy viscosity coefficient tends to take on a constant
value somewhat like the flow in a jet or wake. To model this behavior
the outer eddy viscosity formula developed by Cebeci was employed.
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The formula is
= .0168 u 6'
m e
where
6' = f (1 u ) dy
0 Ue
The region of the flow, where this model was used, was determined by
finding the location in the boundary layer where em from the Prandtl
mixing length formula equaled cem from the outer region. For values
of the boundary layer coordinate larger than this location the outer
formula was used.
Cebeci also suggested the use of an intermittancy coefficient on
the eddy viscosity model in the outer region. It has been our
experience that the influence of intermittancy was usually very
small and not noticeable in the calculations.
Prandtl Number
The Prandtl number for laminar flow was assumed constant in the
program and to have a value of .723, Reference [5]. For turbulent
flow the Prandtl number was also assumed constant and to have a
value of .9 . Although this value of turbulent Prandtl number is
not completely satisfactory, it does give good results for a wide
variety of flow problems and boundary conditions.
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D. Numerical Method
The boundary layer equations have a parabolic mathematical nature
and pose a problem similar to the unsteady state heat conduction
equation. For the numerical solution of the boundary layer equations
the most successful schemes are modifications of the Crank-Nicolson
and full implicit schemes used with the unsteady heat conduction
equation, Reference [1]. In the present program both the Crank-
Nicolson and full implicit scheme can be used depending on preference
or the problem.
One modification of the present program is that a variable step
size may be taken in either the i- or n-direction. The variability
in the C-direction is arbitrary; however, in the n-direction a special
type of variability has been employed. Following Cebeci and Smith,
Reference [2], a step size in the n-direction with a fixed ratio
between adjacent points has been employed. That is, a constant k has
been chosen such that
An (n+l) = k (n is the index for the)
An (n) (n grid location )
This type of variation allows for small steps to be taken near
the wall and large ones away from the wall for values of k slightly
greater than one.
With the above type of numerical scheme employed, the derivatives
for various quantities in the boundary layer take the following form:
n-Derivatives
2g : a (gi+l, n+l - gi+l, n-l) + b (gi, n+l - i, n-l
an (l+k) An(n) (l+k) An(n)
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2a( 9+1, n+l (+k) i+, n + kgi+1 n-lg = 2a ( 2+
nL2 ATn(n)2 (l+k) K
+ 2b , n+l - (l+k) gin+ kgi, n-l
An(n) (l+k) K
i-Derivative
g =gi+l, n i- , n
where a + b = 1.0 i - i index n - n index
By choosing different values of a and b, either the Crank-Nicolson or
full implicit methods can be used. For example, if a = 1 and b = 0
we have the full implicit scheme, while if a = 1/2 and b = 1/2, we
have the Crank-Nicolson method.
Ideally, the Crank-Nicolson scheme would be preferred because of
its superior truncation error; however, for turbulent flow, stability
requirements forced the use of a full implicit scheme. It was surmised
that the stability problem of the Crank-Nicolson method was due to
the non-linearity in the equations caused by the turbulent transport
properties. For laminar flow, the Crank-Nicolson scheme gave good
results for all flow problems. For a full listing of the equations
in their finite difference form the reader is referred to the program
listing in the latter part of this report.
Both the Crank-Nicolson and full implicit schemes pose similar
problems for the solution of the finite difference equations, that is,
the solution of a system of simultaneous equations for the unknowns
across the boundary layer. Fortunately, these equations always have
a tri-diagonal form and they can be solved by a simple algebraic
method, Reference [1]. In the present work, all of the non-linear
terms were linearized by the use of previous ~ values, and this was
15
found to be adequate for all laminar flow calculations. However,
for turbulent flow an iteration scheme was employed to update the
turbulent transport properties in the solution. It was found that
three iterations were usually required to obtain good convergence
in most turbulent flows.
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E. Initial Boundary and Transition Conditions
Since the boundary layer equations are mathematically classified
as being parabolic, they pose a combined initial and boundary value
problem. The boundary conditions are usually obtained from an in-
viscid flow solution at the top of the boundary layer, and from
specified wall conditions. Although two dimensional inviscid flows
are difficult to obtain in some flow regimes, there does exist a
large variety of methods for adequately calculating most of these
flows.
The initial conditions for laminar flows have been thoroughly
studied, and methods of obtaining solutions are given in Reference
[1]. Basically, the two main types of initial conditions are ob-
tained for bodies with sharp leading edges or stagnation type flows.
For turbulent flow, the problem of obtaining initial conditions has
not been adequately treated, and it is currently a difficult
and important problem. The main difficulty is that the fully tur-
bulent boundary layer starts after the transition from laminar to
turbulent flow has occurred. At the present time, the details of
the momentum and energy transport properties in the transition region
are not well understood, and the starting conditions for the turbu-
lent flow are not precisely known. Therefore, the best source of
initial conditions for a turbulent boundary layer is experimental
data.
If experimental data is not available, then approximate tech-
nique must be employed. The technique that has been employed in
the present work is to match up a power law velocity profile with
a linear laminar sublayer. The parameters which must be chosen for
this method are: (1) The boundary layer thickness; (2) the skin
17
friction coefficient; and (3) the velocity power law. The enthalpy
profile was found by assuming a generalized Crocco relationship be-
tween the velocity and total enthalpy profiles.
The usefulness of these techniques depends on the problem
being solved and the skill of the investigator in estimating the
initial parameters. In general, it can be said that the estimation
of the initial conditions is more critical for flows with adverse
pressure gradients compared to flow with favorable pressure gradients.
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F. Program Flow Chart
The flow chart starts with the dimensions, data, boundary con-
ditions and the reference constant.
There are then three possibilities which may occur:
1. Only laminar flow:
In this case, Lamner = 1 and NuX = NuL. Since Lamner =
1, skip will be equal to zero and we go to the right in the
flow chart to the laminar flow data and initial conditions
and print out these initial conditions. After that, the
calculations proceed by calculating the transport properties,
and the boundary layer coefficients A, B, C, D, E and F.
The solution of the boundary layer equations can then pro-
ceed and the new u/ue and h/he are obtained. Since skip =
0, there are no iterations and the calculation of the
V - velocity component from the continuity equation directly
follows. Then we calculate the boundary layer characteristics
and print out the results. This procedure continues until
L = Nul = NUL = NUX and the program stops.
2. Only turbulent flow:
In this case, Lamner = 2 and NuL, NuX are given. Since
Lamner = 2, skip t 0 and we go to the left in the flow chart
to turbulent flow data and initial conditions and point them
out. The calculations then proceed exactly as explained in
1. except that we iterate (ITER = ITERT = 3 in this program)
with the transport properties to update their values. In
this case the calculations stop when L = NU1 = NUX.
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3. Both Laminar and Turbulent:
For this case Lamner = 1 as in the laminar case 1.,
but NUX > NUL, where NUL will be the number of laminar
steps while NUX is the total number of forward steps.
We start with Lamner = 1 and skip = 0, and we proceed
with the laminar calculations exactly as explained in
case 1. When L = NU1 = NUL, laminar calculations stop
and Lamner takes the value 2 and skip will not equal zero.
Then calculations start from the turbulent flow data as
in case 2. and the turbulent calculations proceed until
L = NUX.
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PROGRAM FLOW CHART
+ .. _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.......r
START 
......... j .......
Data, Dimensions, 
Boundary Conditions
Se =2SKI SKIP
Lamner = 2 LamnerData
0 Laminar Flow 
.1 . ,Data 
Initial
LConditions.|
-L Xi
rint Out Initial
Conditions /
r- -
i~~~~~~~
. C
~F SKIPtO
ITER=ITERT
IF
I
L-
L = NUL
SKIP p O (Lamner = 2)
Calculation of
Transport Properties
Calculation of B.L. Eqns. 
oeffs. A, B, C, D, E, F's
......... t. ............
Calculation of new 
u/ue, h/he
 SKIP 0 ITER = 0o_
Calculation of V
from Continuity Eqn.
Calculation of
B.L. Characteristics
S- Print Out /
L < NU1
., .I ..V . :
r =
,_
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G. Program Inputs
This section of the report details the information and inputs
necessary to use the program. Also included in this section are
some frequently encountered program errors and their meaning. The
information presented here is in an order most logical to its under-
standing, and not necessarily in its order of appearance in the pro-
gram.
Definition:
A station is a point on the body at which the boundary
layer equations are to be solved. The stations are numbered
consecutively starting from one (1) at the leading edge,
stagnation point, or origin of the body up to station N where
the calculations end.
The boundary layer is divided into a grid for solution by
the finite-difference method, where the nodes of the grid are
the points where the solution is given. A step constitutes
movement from one node to an adjacent node.
Program Inputs:
XD(N) - The physical distance from station 1 to station
N (always expressed in feet). For the case of a flat plate
XD(1) = O. , XD(2) = 1. . . . . . .
LAMINAR - -- TURBULENT
I I I I II
~1 ~ 1' >2 3 4 5 N
NUL - Index which governs the number of steps which are
calculated as laminar flow. In the case of a flat plate, if
it is desired to have laminar flow starting at the leading edge
up to station 3, and turbulent flow thereafter, then NUL = 2.
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NUX - Index which governs the total number of steps
taken, i.e. both laminar and turbulent. For the above ex-
ample if the calculations are to be carried out to station
5, then
NUX = 4
Be sure to note that NUL and NUX refer to the number of steps
taken, and not to a particular station number.
LAMNER - Index which allows deletion of the laminar flow
calculations. With
LAMNER = 1
the program calculates the first NUL stations as laminar flow,
but if
LAMNER = 2
the program skips these steps and begins the calculations at
the first turbulent station. In the example program at the
end of this report these indices are put on data cards at the
beginning of the program.
Initial Profiles:
Laminar Flow - The program requires an initial velocity and
enthalpy profile to get started. The profiles used are in
the transformed plane, i.e.
u/Ue = f- (n,)
The program also requires that this profile be divided into 60
equally spaced steps between U/Ue =0 and U/Ue =1. If
LAMNER = 2 this information can be omitted as the program
skips all operations involved in laminar flow.
The initial profile will be different for each type of
flow, i.e. flat plate, stagnation flow, wedge flow etc. In
23
the example program the initial velocity is read in (see
LAMINAR FLOW --- READING THE UFVE - VELOCITY PROFILE).
TURBULENT FLOW:
Power - To begin the turbulent flow calculations the pro-
gram provides a power law profile
u/U = (y/a) 1/power
e
The operator must supply the value of power, but for many problems
POWER = 7
Energy Equation:
Just as an initial velocity profile is needed for the
momentum equations, an initial energy profile is needed for
the energy equation. Such a profile is automatically sup-
plied in both the laminar and turbulent calculations.
CO1 - The initial energy profile (static enthalpy) is given by
H - Hw - (u/U ) CO1
He - Hw e
By changing CO1 the shape of the initial profile can be changed.
For turbulent calculations other information is required.
NUT - The number of steps across the boundary layer. In laminar
flow this is a constant set equal to 61 (the wall value is always 1
thus giving 60 steps across the boundary layer). In the turbulent
portion this quantity is variable and may be set as high as 501, but
usually is set at 350.
DN1T - The laminar portion of the boundary layer is divided into
60 equal steps, each step being DN = DN1 = .1. The turbulent boundary
layer is divided into NUT steps, but they are of unequal size. DN1T is
the size of the first step, i.e. the distance from the wall to the first
station in the y-direction across the boundary layer. Typically DN1T :
.005.
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KT - The ratio of step size of any two successive steps across
the boundary layer:
*i + 2
DN (i + 1)
KT = DN (i + 1) i +
DN (i) DN (i)
. · i
N N + 1
Typically, KT = 1.021. For laminar flow this number is always
1 since the boundary layer is divided into equal steps.
ITERT - Iteration index. To calculate the velocity and energy
profiles at station N + 1 requires the turbulent transport properties
at station N + 1. Since these properties depend upon the velocity
and temperature at station N+l, which are exactly the unknown in the
problem, an iterative procedure is used. The transport properties
are calculated based upon information at station N, then the boundary
layer equations are solved to obtain velocity and energy profiles at
station N + 1. This information is used to update the values of
transport properties, and the equations are resolved. The number of
times this process of recalculation takes place is given by ITERT.
Satisfactory results are obtained with ITERT = 3.
CFT, DELT1T, DELTT - The initial turbulent velocity profile is
calculated automatically in the program by matching a linear profile
in the sublayer with a power law profile outside the sublayer.
POWER LAW
y.I
LINEAR
PROFILE 
/wt' U/U_ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ u e
To carry out these calculations the program requires an initial estimate
of the boundary layer thickness (DELT1T), skin friction (CFT), and
25
displacement thickness (DELTT).
And,~~u' t3
IX 'I
As an example, look at the case of flow over an airfoil. Turbulent
flow starts at station 4. One way of estimating the needed quantities
is by using flat plate data and formulations:
Cf = .0592 R 1/ 5
6 = .37 x R- 1/ 5
x
6* = (1/8) 6
R = Uo x /v
Note: These quantities are used only at the first turbulent station
to begin the calculations; thereafter new values of these quantities
are calculated by the program consistent with the solution of the
boundary layer equations.
ARJ(N), TCFACT - These quantities give the curvature of the body for
axisymmetric flow, and take into account the transverse curvature
terms in the boundary layer equations.
For any 2-D flow ARJ(N) = 1. (N refers to a station number)
For axisymmetric flow, i.e. flow through a nozzle ARJ(N) gives the
local value of the body radius, the distance from the center line
of the body to the surface of the body.
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TCFACT is used to correct for transverse curvature. For 2-D
flows.
TCFACT = 0
Internal Axisymmetric Flows (Nozzle)
TCFACT = -1
External Axisymmetric Flows (Blunt body)
TCFACT = +1
Boundary conditions: UE(N), PE(N), ENTO, ENTTW(N), VWALP(N)
ENTO - Total enthalpy of the free stream.
UE(N) -The free stream velocity (1 value is required at each
station on the body).
PE(N) - The free stream pressure (again a value at each station).
Both UE and PE may be read in, but since the boundary layer
equations reduce to
e dUe = - dP
dx dx
at the edge of the boundary layer, one quantity can be calculated
from the other.
ENTTW(N) - The enthalpy of the wall at each station.
VWALP(N) - If there is blowing or suction at the wall VWALP is its
value at each station.
Prandtl Number: The Prandtl Number (PR) is set by the operator at
the beginning of the program. The turbulent Prandtl Number is given by a
subroutine in the program called TAB3. At present, TAB3 returns a con-
stant value of .9 for the turbulent Prandtl Number, but a subroutine is
set up so that the operator can change to a variable if so desired.
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H. Print Out of Boundary Layer Characteristics
The output is divided into two types of quantities, those which
are a single value at the station, i.e., free stream or wall quantities;
and those which resulted from the solution of the boundary layer
equations, i.e., the velocity and temperature at each point across
the boundary layer.
The first type of quantity may be given by a number followed by
another number in brackets
X = 5.0(1.518)
The first number is the quantity expressed in English units, and
the number in brackets is the quantity expressed in metric units.
X = Feet (meters)
All boundary layer thicknesses: inches (cm)
Pressure: lbf/ft2 (Newtons/cm2)
Temperature: °R (°K)
Velocity: ft/sec (M/sec)
Any quantity in this group of variables given by a single number (no
brackets following number) is a dimensionless quantity.
The second set of variables is given in columns headed by:
U/UE - velocity ratio
M/Me - Mach No. ratio
T/TE - Static temperature ratio
TT/TTE - Total temperature ratio
TB - Temperature ratio Tt Tw
Tt - T
e
HB - Enthalpy Ratio ht hw
ht e - hw
'e
PT/PTE - Total Pressure Ratio
Y/THET - Dimensionless distance (THET - Momentum thickness)
VP-N - Velocity Profile Exponent
ALl - Transport Property -
In the print out of the second type of quantities, there will
be one row which is underlined. The underline is to show the
point where reference quantities are calculated.
y* = 11.8
One of the output quantities, the average skin friction (CFA) nee
special explanation.
The average skin friction
1Cfa =
is given by
fx Cf(x) dx
o 
The integral is evaluated numerically using the trapezoid rule
i.e.
'
xi+l i)(x)dx = [d(+l) +
x ~~~~2 f pixd +[ 1 Xi]xi
In some cases though Cf at X = 0 is undefined, making it impossible
to evaluate the integral in the above manner. For the case of a flat
plate although Cf is undefined, it is a known function of X and the
integral may be explicitly evaluated. This has been done in the sample
program at the end of this report.
Cf = .332(R X)
1/2
Cfa = 1 fx Cf dx = .664 R 1/2Cfa x 0 fx
In the body of the program in the section headed by "Calculation
of Initial Laminar Profiles" CF1 (1) is the initial value of the in-
tegral over the distance between stations 1 and 2; and was obtained as
28
ds
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shown above. Where Cf is not a known function of x, but is sing-
ular at some point, it is required to exclude such a point from
the calculations.
This means that each time the program is used for a different
problem,it must be taken into account and possibly changed.
One final word about print outs. Although there are 60 stations
across the boundary layer in laminar and NUT stations in turbulent
flow, all of the information at every one of the points is not
needed. Therefore, the program prints out more points close to the
wall where quantities change quickly and few points out near the
free stream where quantities change slowly. The method used is to
print every step over the first twenty, every other step for the
next 40 steps, every third step over the next 80 steps, and so on
to the edge of the boundary layer.
Subroutine for Calculation of Pressure Ratio
The ratio of the total pressure to the total pressure at the edge
of the boundary layer is calculated in subroutine TAB1. The formu-
lations used are:
Pt Y
P2- = [1 + 1/2(y-l)M2] -1 M < 1
P1
Pt2
2 = 1.8929 M= 1
P1
Pt2 Y1
P = [l/2(y+1)M2] - 1 [(y+l)/(2yM2 - (Y1))]Y' 1 M > 1
P 1
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The main program reports the Mach number at each point across the
boundary layer, and is used to calculate the total pressure by the
above formulations. The last step in the subroutine is to form the
pressure ratio so that all that is necessary to get this information
is to call TAB1 in the main program.
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I. Results of the Computations
In this section of the report will be presented some results of
our calculations of flows with the present computer program. Only
results for turbulent flow will be shown since the laminar flow case
has already exhibited very good accuracy, Reference [1]. In general,
it can be said that the results are very good with the most critical
drawbacks being the initial conditions and the breakdown of the eddy
viscosity models near separation. Also, it should be mentioned that
the present program does not include any provisions for the inclusion
of rough walls into the present program.
a. Equilibrium Boundary Layer at Constant Pressure: Figure 1 gives
a comparison of experimental and calculated values of skin friction
vs. Reynolds Number for flow over a flat plate. Experimental results
are for incompressible flow with a free-stream velocity of 33 m/sec.
The experiments were performed by Wieghardt and Tillmann as cited in
Reference [6]. As is expected,since an exact profile was used for
the initial starting profile, the comparison of results is very good.
b. Compressible Flow Over a Flat Plate: Two cases were carried out
numerically and were compared with the experimental data of Hopkins,
Keener and Dwyer, Reference [8].
For the first case, the following data were given
Me = 6.43
Ue/e = 13.68.106 (1/meter)
Tt
e
= 7110K
Tw = 307OK
Tw/Taw = 0.47
Pe = 31.1 psf
Ue = 1139 /sec
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For the second case
Me = 7.4
M~~~~e~ ~ 6
Ue/Ve = 4.58 * 10 (1/meter)
Tt,eTtse = 1092°K
Tw = 304°K
Tw/Taw = 0.3
Pe = 12.5 psf
Ue = 1453 m/sec
To start the turbulent calculations in both cases, one of the
experimental points was chosen at which Cf Re6 and x were given.
U
Knowing Re6, 6 is calculated (Re6= V-e 0) Using the 1/7 power
law as an initial condition 6 and 6, can be calculated and the
numerical calculations can then proceed.
Figures (2) and (3) show the comparison between the calculated
and experimental local skin friction coefficient versus momentum
thickness Reynolds number. The agreement is good.
c. Incompressible Flow Over Flat Plate with Uniform Blowing: The
experimental data used for comparison with the numerical one were
obtained by Mickley and Davis, Reference [10]. The blowing rate
Vw/ue= 0.002 was studied and a flat plate flow was calculated for a
5
Reynolds number of 3.125 x 10 per foot(using the values of V and 6
corresponding to atmospheric temperature and pressure) with ue= 50
ft/sec. An effective length that matches the momentum thickness at
the station where blowing started was determined, and so the corres-
ponding io was known. The boundary conditions (4-a) in this case are
V =0 for < 0w 
V for ~ >0
w = .002
Ue
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Two methods are used to start the numerical calculation. The first
is to start the turbulent flow with the usual 1/7 power law at a dis-
tance behind where blowing starts and then turn on the blowing. The
second method is to start the calculation at the location where blowing
starts. In this case, other power laws are used, such as 1/5 and 1/4.
The same cf value given by experiment and the values of 6 and 61corres-
ponding to the power law are used.
Figure (4) shows the calculated values of local skin friction in
coefficient along the plate, together with the experimental data.
The trend in all cases is the same although all the numerical
calculations overpredicted the coefficient of friction. The best
result is obtained starting with a 1/5 power law and not including
the correction of blowing on the eddy viscosity formula.
Finally, it should be noted that still more experience is needed
at this stage with the initial conditions to have satisfactory results
with experiments.
d. Equilibrium Boundary Layer in Mild Negative Pressure Gradient:
Experiments were conducted by Herring and Norbury as cited in Reference
[6] for a value of
6* dP
Tw dx 35
Figure 5 presents the comparison of the experimental and calculated
data. Again, flat plate correlations were used for starting data, and
although this creates oscillations about the experimental data, it is
seen that the calculations tend toward the experimental data after only
a few steps.
The use of flat plate data to start all problems is not always
acceptable, and some modifications must be made. The modification
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chosen was to change to the power law.
e. Equilibrium Boundary Layer in Positive Pressure Gradient: Experiment-
al results were tabulated by Clauser as cited in Reference [6]. The data
is for the Clauser flow P. D. 1 with fluid properties taken at 75°F.
Figure 6 shows the experimental data compared to the calculated data for
several different initial turbulent velocity profiles. As can be seen,
the choice of the power law can radically effect the results.
However, with a little experience, the starting profile is readily
chosen which will produce good results, as can be seen in Figure 6.
f. Airfoil Boundary Layer Flow ProceedingToward Separation: Figure 7
gives a comparison of the experimental and calculated results for flow
over an airfoil. Data was taken by Newman as cited in Reference [6]
for a flow with a free-stream velocity of 120 fps. The machine calculations
were made using a starting (1/4) power law velocity profile, and as can
be seen, the results are in good agreement with experiment.
g. Axisymmetric Nozzle Flow: Numerical calculations were carried out
for the NASA AMES 3.5 ft. wind tunnel. The information given was the
area ratio at different locations, stagnation conditions and wall temp-
erature.
Five runs were carried out and the data given for them are:
Run M (e)xlO 6(ft 1 ) T (R) Tw(OR) P (psf)
e Ve Tt,e p e
1 7.4 2.95 1359 543 13.99
2 7.4 3.86 1340 555 18.13
3 7.4 1.88 1363 567 8.97
4 7.4 2.98 1564 568 17.84
5 7.4 1.66 1879 558 13.52
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The calculations were carried out in the following manner:
i. From the area ratio using supersonic tables for air in
isentropic flow the pressure ratio, temperature ratio and Mach
number can be obtained along the nozzle.
ii. For the initial conditions at the throat of the nozzle an
approximation is used, since experimental data was not available.
This approximation is to locate a virtual origin which is specified
at a distance equal to the diameter of the throat from the throat
location. The value of Cf corresponding to this virtual origin was
obtained from the known flat plate data. Using the 1/7 power law,
the values of 6 and 61 are obtained. Since the flow is accelerating
at the throat, it is expected that the values of 6 and 61 will be
smaller than those obtained. Therefore, half these values are assigned
to start the calculation, and the numerical calculations can then pro-
ceed.
It should be noted that there was no fluctuation in the numerical
results because of the initial guess of Cf, 6 and 61. This could be
due to the strong favorable pressure gradient, since the flow can
possibly adjust itself when using a reasonable guess of the initial
conditions.
iii. Since the boundary layer is thick in this flow, we have to
correct the calculation by subtracting the displacement thickness at
every location from the radius of the nozzle to get the new area ratios.
The previous steps (i) and (ii) are then repeated as discussed above.
Figure 9 shows the calculated values of Mach number and displacement
thickness along the nozzle with and without corrections for run (1).
It should be noted that with one iteration, the exit Mach number gave
good agreement with the experimental results.
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Figure 8, corresponding to run (1), shows that the Crocco rela-
tionship is not satisfied almost everywhere across the boundary layer.
This is believed to be due to the strong pressure gradients in the
flow.
Figures 10 to 17 are the same as Figure 8 and 9 repeated for the
other runs.
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List of Symbols
ACAL = A* (ACAL1)1 / 2 .....for eddy viscosity
ACALl v2 (T)-l = v / du ... for eddy viscosity
p p dy
ACO = Boundary layer equation coefficient
AL =D(p) , r - refers to the reference
ALP = AL = (vi+) 
P (PiD)r
E
ALl = L _ ( Pr + Prt)
(PP)r
A2 _ALl (P-r+P-)
P (pi )r
ALPHA = Slope of the body
AMACH = Mach Number
AMUR = (Pt)r
AR = 1716 - gas constant
ARJ = Radius of curvature of the surface
ASTAR = A* = 26 .....for eddy viscosity
B = To/Te x , accelerating parameter
BIG = Jg = 25040
BCO = Boundary layer equation coefficient
2~ dueBETX = =x -Ue , pressure gradient coefficient
CF = 2w/pe e , skin friction coefficient
CF = 2T /P U2 , skin friction coefficient
e e
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List of Symbols
CFT = Initial value of CF to begin turbulent calculations
CF1 = Starting value for calculating CF
CF2 = Starting value for calculating CF
CFAV = Average skin friction coefficient (2 - D bodies)
qw
CH -eUeCp (T T ) - Stanton Number
CNS = Index - implicit, = 1 -Crank Nicolson w 
CNS = Index = 2 - implicit, = 1 - Crank Nicolson
CNSl = Index = 2 -implicit, = 1 - Crank Nicolson
CO1 = Exponent in relation e = (u )COl, for initial total
e
temperature profile guessing
CCO = Boundary layer equation coefficient
DCO = Boundary layer equation coefficient
DELBAR= f' [I - !e-l [1 ± i] dy - transformed displacement thickness in
u e
inches (cm), (+) for outside body case, (-) for inside body case
DELBM = Transformed displacement thickness in centimeters
DELIN = y/6 - point of intersection between the laminar sublayer and
1/7 power low for initial turbulent velocity profile
DELM = Displacement thickness in centimeters
DELT = 61 = f/ [1 - pu ] [1 ± Y-] dy, displacement thickness in inches (cm),
0 Peue r
(+) for outside body case and (-) for inside body case
DELT1 = 6 - boundary layer thickness (at - = 0.995)
ue
DELT1T= 6 - boundary layer thickness (initial value to start turbulent
calculations)
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List of Symbols
DELTT = Initial value of 61 to start turbulent calculations
DN = An - step size in transformed plane
DN1 = Initial step size in transformed plane (laminar)
DN1T = Initial step size in transformed plane (turbulent)
DNN = n - distance across the B. L. in transformed plane
DX = Ax - forward step size in physical plane
DXE = A6 - forward step size in physical plane
ECO = Boundary layer equation coefficient
ENT = h - static enthalpy
ENTE = he - free stream static enthalpy
e
ENTO = He - free stream total enthalpy
ENTR = h/h
e - static enthalpy ratio
H- H
ENTT = H = - HW dimensionless total enthalpy
He Hw
ENTTW = H
w
- wall total enthalpy
EPS = =p2 p l2 - eddy viscosity
EPSK = c kinematic eddy viscosity
P
EPSO = Eo 0.0168 pe Ue 6 - outer region eddy viscosityee
wV+FACT = EXP (11.8_w Vw) .....for eddy viscosity
-w
-- pe 1/2 +1FACTOR= {a- ( ) 2+ [1 - FACT] + FACT}1 /2 for eddy viscosityFAe w w .....fo
lie Pww vwe w VW
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List of Symbols
FCO = Boundary layer equation coefficient
G =C/Cp v
H = Shape factor = 6/
HB = Transformed shape factor (DELTT/THETT)
ITER = Number of iterations between two x - locations (= 1- laminar)
ITERT = Number of iterations between two x - locations (= 3 - turbulent)
JSTOP = Writing parameter
K = Growth factor between two steps across B. L. (laminar)
KT = Growth factor between two steps across B. L. (turbulent)
LAMNER= See p. 22
Me = Freestream Mach number
MRAT = M - Mach Number ratioM
e
MXL = 2 - mixing length
+
NSUB = Number of steps across B. L. corresponding to y = 11.8
NU = Total number of stations across B. L. (laminar)
NU2 = NU-2, number of unknown steps across B. L.
NU3 = NU-1
NUL = Number of laminar forward steps
NULl = NUL+l
NUS = An index given for the first forward step in laminar or
turbulent calculations
NUT = Total number of stations across B. L. (turbulent)
NUX = Total number of forward steps
NUX1 = NUX+l
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List of Symbols
PE = Free stream pressure lb/ft2 (Newtons/cm2
PEM = Free stream pressure Newtons/cm2
PERAT = P /Pt
POWER = Initial N for u/Ue = (y/6)l/ N
U2 dU
PPLUS = p= e) ( e/dx)
[Cf/2]3 /
PR = PRANDTL Number
PRAT = Pt2 /Pt2 - total pressure ratio
e
PT2 = Total pressure (after the shock)
qw = Rate of heat transfer from the surface per unit area
QE = Free stream dynamic pressure lbf/ft2 (Newtons/cm2)
2
QEM = Dynamic pressure Newtons/cm2
TR _ Te
RE = T -T recovery factor
o e
PelleX
REX = Reynolds Number e 
e
RMU =
RTHET = Momentum Reynolds Number = peU
Vie
S = 2 ST/CF
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List of Symbols
SKIP = Index = 0 - laminar, = 1 - turbulent flow
TAW = Adiabatic wall temperature °R (°K)
TAWM = Adiabatic wall temperature OK
TC = (2E)l1/2 CosotTC = (2e1 2jCs - transverse curvature term
Ue rb
TCFACT= Transverse curvature factor ( = 0 - 2 - D, = +1 for external
axisymmetric, -1 for internal axisymmetric
TE = Free stream temperature 0R (OK)
TEM = Temperature
TEME = Free stream temperature
TEMP = Temperature used in TAB2
TEQ = Free stream temperature OK
TERAT = T/Tt
THEBM = Transformed momentum thickness in centimeters
THET = f' (1 ± Y) [1 - u ] P u dy - momentum thickness in inches (cm),
o r Ue Pe ue
(+) for outside body case and (-) for inside body case
THETM = Momentum thickness in centimeters
THETT = f' (1 ± A) [1 u - dy - transformed momentum thickness in
r u e e
inches (cm), (+) for outside body case and (-) for inside body case
TRAT = T/T
e - temperature ratio
TTE = Total free stream temperature °R (°K)
List of Symbols
TTEM = Total free stream temperature OK
TW = Wall temperature °R (°K)
TWM = Wall temperature °K
TWRAT = Tw/TAw - wall temperature ratio
UE = Ue - free stream velocity fps (mps)
UEM = Ue - free stream velocity in meters/sec
UFVE = f' = u - dimensionless velocity
u
e
VP-N = VPEI - velocity profile exponent for u/Ue = (y/6) / N
VPE1 
VPE1 = log (Yn+l/Yn)
VPE2 = log (un+l/u n)
+ V
VPLUS = V = - .....for eddy viscosity
VSTAR = u* = (T/p) 1 / 2
VSTAR2= u* 2 = (T/p)
VVE = Dimensionless velocity across the B. L.
VWALP = Vertical velocity at the wall in physical plane in ft/sec
VWAL = Vertical velocity at the wall in transformed plane
WDUDY = bu/~ylw
XD = x - forward distance in physical plane in feet (m)
XDM = x - forward distance in physical plane in meters
XE = ~ - forward distance in transformed plane
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List of Symbols
XED = XEN
XEN =XE (N + 1) + XE (N)2
Y = y - vertical distance across B. L. in physical plane
+yB = y - corresponding to y = 11.8 .....for eddy viscosity
YDD = y/6 - dimensionless distance across B. L.
YRAT = y/61 - dimensionless distance across B. L.
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List of Tables and:Subroutine
All tables and subroutine are for air
TAB = To compute the temperature from enthalpy
TAB1 = Subroutine to calculate PRAT (pressure ratio)
TAB2 = To compute the viscosity from temperature (Keyes' formula)
TAB3 = To compute the turbulent Prandtl Number
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ADDPPFNnTY
rI-l~iY -,A ,
I---lU ' \\ %( CONCON
C 1N
C liN
5={)qYFR, IN r!T = READER
6=F¾NYFR/F210FOt1I,lNIT = PRINTER
****h ****************************************************************
*
********** HA.DNYFR-0NIVERSITY OF CALIF,,DAVISMARCH 1971 ******
** PROG(RAM Fi]? CAICII ATIJNGI THE LAMIINAR AND TURBIJLENT HOUNDARY LAYERS
******* TL QFTHI1U IS A HASIC FINITE DIFFERENCE SCHFME-IMPLICIT ***
**** THE PRi)(RAM IS RASICALLY A NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT WITH EDDY ***
** VISCrOSITY AND) TlIRBILENT PRANDTL NIJM9ER **********************
*
***
**
* ***
** **********ALL * S*** NS************************************************* T***I
------- ALL )TM1F9SIflNS ANE IN SLUG.Ff)lOT.SECO);D.IE(;REE RANKINE …------
SOrlAir F Ti.E KEY SYMHIILS USEI) IN THIS PrOGRAM
IJFVFVVE ........
I!E*PFENT[ ......... ....
FNTRN]T.ENYG,FNrR ......
VWAL.ENTT ,WAi .............
XE.X),Y~YD ..............
pATTRAT.iRATP4 1 AT A ..... .
IIC41NNS !C 1. ....... .
!4 IIX',SI L .. ..........
N (I s N ul1 .. I0.. ....
A C II;i 0v Clr p ~F)C fI vF C ( 0)
VRATvTrRA4TofPATpP9AT...
N S .CNS I ..a09..0.........
******** &***
DTMENSIOINLESS VELLCITTES TIN SrREA MwISE
AND CRnSS oiRt:CTIONS
FRFF STREAM VELOCITY PRESSURE
AND ENTHALPY
STATIC,TOTAL AND DIMENSIONLESS
STATIC ENTHALPY
WALL VERTICAL VELOCITY&ENTHALPY
AND TEMPERATURE
DISTANCES IN PHYSICAL PLANE
nDISTANCES IN TRANSFORMED PLANE
TRANSPnRT COEFFICIENTS
STFP SIZES IN TRANSFORMIED PLANE
N]. IIF STEPS ACROSS 8,L.
Nn, OF TOTAL ANI LAMINAR STEPS
STARTING ANI) ENDING STATIONS TN
8.L. CALCULATION
.CEFFFICIFNIS OF THE MO1MENTUM af[)
ENERGY FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATION S
DI;iFNSIONLESS VERTICAL DISTANCE#
TEMPERATUREPPRESSiURE AND MACH NO.
F.LL. IMDLIC1T AN) CRANK-NTCLSON
FACTnRS
LIST nF TABLES 4ND SORRn0TINE ************.*** ***4
TAIR ....... TO C)M4PUJTE THE TEMPERATURE FRnM ENTHALPY
TAR1 .. ,,.. SUiROIIF rINF TDI CALCULA rE PRESSIlRE RATIf]
F4!i2 ...... Ill CO)MPIJTE VISCnSYTY FROM TEMPERATURE
TAH3 ...... Tn CO!iPUTE TIJR;ULF!IT PRANDTL NUMRER
FILE
FILE
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
CC
C
C
C
C
* ** ** * *** **** * * ***
lrlrI
INTEGER SiSKIP
REAL KKT.MXL.MRA'
C **************************** DIMENSIONS
C
1
2
3
5
6
?
a
9
***********************' ****
DIMENSION JFVE(502,2).VVE(501e2),UE(lOO).PE(100),ENTE(100)
I *.FNT(OIP2)PENTT(501,2).ENTTW(100').TEM(501,2).ENTR(501, 2 )
2 #*ACO(Snl ,?) RCO(501, ?2), CCO(50t SO.2) ,oCO(501 , 2),ECO(501,2)
,FCO(501,2).
~4 AL()O1) AII( 501), 6L2(501). AMUR(lO 100) ,EPS(501) ALP(501),
, ~ XF( IO)) ,XEr( 100) ,XD( lOO) Y( 501),DN(501),ARJ(100).
S 5 PRAT(5t l).\/PE(501),
7 r PT2(51r1)PAMM(501l)CFI(lOo),JSTF)P(l501).VWAI(100)
3j pVWAI P(100)
,ANiACrH( 1Oo) ,pERAT( 100), TERAT(100)
C
C
C
_-_----__----------.-.--...--.----.-.--e CC … -----..--....- ....... _._. sess ----
DATA
1 AL( l).ARASTAR.,IGPO 4ER/ ., 116. .26..2.504F4,?./
2 ,C{ (,ENT/1 ., 471.32/
3 ,PR.TCFACT/,23.-1,0/
4 lWt.L,N P Y, ILAM-JFk/1,21 * 2/
5 ,!1J, I IFRTfNI.T,KT/350,3p,005,1.021/
6 ,CFl'f)FLT1lT.DEL.Ti,YPLUSS/.00212o.001t78.00022250o.O/
D AT A
I (XIf)CN).N=2,2)/.O). 25 ,,499o,73Q,1.009.1.249,1,489 1,999,2.989,
2 4.,5. ,6.?57.5,10., 12.5 15.83.19.167.26.49.29.82,33,636.34./
C
C
C
C ****** READ THE RfltNo)ARY GiNF1TIlnNS AND REFERENCE CONSTAN
CF? 0.0
NUXI NIJX + 1
NULl N=IJL+1
REAO(5,931)(ARI(N).AMACH(N).PERAT(N)PTERAT(N),N = 2.22)
931 FORMAT(Ft5.8, 1XPFS.3,2XF8.72XPF6.5)
DO 1000 N=2,N[Jyl
XD(N) = Yi)¢N)+.273
C *,... ... FREF STREAM R'O.NOARY CONO)ITTINS
PE( N)= PERAT(N)*83302.
UE(N) = 49.1*AkACH(N)*SQRT(1879.*TFRAT(N))
ENTE(N) - ENT[] - IF(N)**2/(2.* IG)
C . .. . . . WALL ROIINOARY CrNDITIONS
ENTTW(Nl) = 133.38
WALT=TAi ( F-iTTw(fN) )
VIWALP(N) - 0.0
C ....... RFFFR ENRCE CNSTANTS
AMIJ (N) =PF( N)/( AR*WAI. T ) *TAR2( WALT)
1000 Cr)NTINUIF
TS
CHANG
CHANG
CHANG
CHANG
CHAN(
CHANG
CHANG
C ...... X-0)ISTANCES 11 THE TRANSFORMED PLANE
XEC I ) = !1 .0
DO, 1250 N = 2,NUX1
XE(N)Y:E(N-1 )+(XD(N)-X)(N-1 ))/2.*((AMIIR(N" )*UE(Nel)*AR.J(N
1-1)**?)+C(At4UR()*IIF(N)*ARJ(N)**2))
XEN(N) = XF(N)-(Xn(N)'XD(N-1))*(3.*AMI.JR(N)*ARJ(N)**2*UE(N) +
I AMUR(N" )*ARJ(N-1 )**2*IJF(N-1 ))/8.
VWAL(N) = SORT(2.*f.E(N))*PE(N)/(AR*rAH(ENTTi(N))*AMLIR(N)*ARJ(N))*
I VWAI P(N)/1i i(N)
c
C
eml--____________________ a--mm--mm--mm--m --mm--ml--mm--mm--mm--mm--em--el--mm--ml--le--ele n-!-- . . ... ._
CHANG
CHANG
CHAN (G
CHANG
CHANG
CHANG
CHANG
CHANG
CHAN(
CHANG
1250 CO"JT1NUE
C
C ********** THE HAIN DO LOOP OF THE PROGRAM ********
C
)O f000O MAIN = LAMNER,?2
SKIP = MAIN - 1
C .SKTP ..... ,. = LAMINAR , =1 - TURBULENT
IF ( SK.P ;NF 0 TO 1
C********** LAMINAR FLOW **********
C
XD(1) = O.o
NIJS = I
Nll1 = HIlL
CNS = t .0
CNS1 = 1.0
NI = 61
I TFR = 1
DN1 = ,! 
K = J.0
wRIrTE(6,15C)
WRI TF(6,55o0)
C ,.,,,. CALCULATTrIl OF IN!TIAL LAMINAR PROFILES
DWI 1) = I)N
VVF( 1. ) = V4 L(1 )
C . .... READING THE IlFVE-VELOCITY PROFILE CHANG
C *.... THIS IS THF INI1I.AL LAMINAR VELOCITY PROFILE FOR FLAT PLATE .....
REAO(5,100)(JFvE(N,1),N = 1,61.2) CHANG
100 FnRMAT (9XFR.A)
)o 150 r N = 1,30C
I.FVE(2*N.1) = (UJFVF(2*N-I.t) + UFVF(?2*N+I1,1))/?.
150n CONT I NIIF
O; 1 7?50 N = 2,NU
fN(N) = K*I)N(N - 1)
C ..... .... IFMPEPATURE PROFIlIE
ENTT(N. ) lIFVE(N,1 )**Col CHANG
ENT(NI,) = ENTT(!,1I)*(FNTCn-ENTTW(l))+FENTTW(l)-(UJFVE(Nt )*UF(1 ))
1**2/ (2 I*Rr)
TEM(N,1) I TA8(ET(N,1))Tr lN. 1 ) = Tj 4 I E. N T ( N* 1 ) ) ENTH(N.I) = ENT(K¼1,)/EMTE(1)
C .... , VVE-VFLr;CT TY PROFTLE
VVFCN.I) = VVirNJI,1)flN(N1)*(UFVF(N,1)+UFVE(N-I,1))/2.
s75n C )NTINIIE
C ........... .L. THICKNESS FOR FLAT PLATE CHANG
TH FT 1.
TEME = TAR(ENTF(l))
ISTUP = 61
UFV'E(NlU+pl,) = i.
CF1(1 ) = UE(2)**1.5*I.FVE(I1 )/NI*t*i/$ SQRT(XU(2)*TA82(TEM(1,1))* CHANG
IPE(2)/(AR*TEm(1 ,)))
G Il T 2
C
C T J********* URBULENT FLOW **********
C
C , .... * TIIRRUJLE'!T FlOiW CONSTANTS
I NUS = lL+l1
NII -I N;JX
CNS = 0.0
CNSI = 2.0
NoI = NflIT
ITER = [1FRT
DNI -= PilT
K = KT
WRITE(6'200)
WRTTE(6,550)
,..... fCALCJLATInj I]F INYTIAI. TURBULENT BR.L. THICKNESS
ANO PRO[PERTIES AFTER TRANSITInN
TEM(1I *)=TAH(E'ITTW NULl))
CF' =CFT
OELT1 = DELIlIT
;)FLT I)ELTr
TEME rAH(ENTE(NiIL11)
VSTARi=CF'*IJE(N!IL 1)**2*TEM( 1 I)/(2.*TEMF)
VSTAR=SQRT( VSTR2)
DEL.IN =l./( I)ELT I,*VSTAR2*PE(NUL1 )/(TA82(TEMC( Ip ))*AR*TEM( 1,
)*llE(NlILl )))**(PrOWF/(POWER-',))
, ..... CALCtULATIA N 11F INITIAL TJURBULENT PROFILES
,*,. THE INITIAL V/I. CITY PROFILE IS THAT OF LAMINAR SURLAYER
---- * ** -- *. .A.* -- 'lf-. 4 P l Iar TII RI P L f r' n w' - - - -
C~~~~~~~~~~~~~/ I0 ! AN [ I rLJL Tl~'~IUF, 41ILLN~ T r LI.J V1 e ll eei 
)N N 0.
tX *;~; . . X * *.,* *..........NI wL I tzl rIr lr. , ..... , , ,
YF 1 )=0II ) 1.UI VE ([ !) 1=n.
UIF'VE(N 2+1,*1l) = 1,0
Vvr('1 .l ) = V.'AL(N[I[ I )
ENTR( 1,1) = ENT( I, )/ENTE( NIIL1 )
C ,., ., UFVE'U-ELO[CITY PROFILE
DI) 2000 N = 2 -NU
DlN = r h N + 1) N(N - i )
y(l) = (rN(Ni-t)*(SQRT(?.*XE(NUL.))*AR*TEM(N'ItI)/(UE(NULI)*
.I A R(NIJLI 1) *PF (NUL1))) + Y(N )
nN(N) * Kf)N(N - I)
YDF) = Y(N)/DELT1
IF ( Yr)o.LE.0ELTN) IlFVE(NI )=VSTAR2*y(N)*PE(NUL )/(AR*TFm(1
1, 1 )*TA2( TrH(t I, ) ))/lIIE (NUL )
IF (YI"!). T.OFLTN) IIFVE(NI )=(YD))**(1/POWER)
IF ( IFV:E( 1 ) .(GE. 1.0 ) IIFVE(N t) = 1.0
C .......... TFMPEPATIIE PR)FIL.E
ENTT(N 1I) = ;IFVE(N,1 )**C01
FNT( N,1 I )=ENTT( N, I ) *(ENTO-ENTTW( NULl ) ) +ENTTW( NULl )-( IFVF( N, 
I) *l!E(HUL ) I**2/(2.*RIG)
TEM(N,1 ) = TARCENT(N,1))
FNTR(Nl) = ENT(N,])/ENIE(NIJLI)
c 9*. ... VE-'VFLOCTTY PROlF ILE
VV:( N ) = VVF( 4-1 ' ,1)-')H(N-1 )*C IJFVr(N, 1 )+IIJFVE( N-,1 * Ij )/2.
2000 CONTINUE
0DO ,SO N = I25,NlI
IF(JFVE(N1-,1) .LT. I. .AIN. UFVE(N + 1li) *Ei'. 1.0)ISTOP = N * 1
2250 CONTINIIE
C
C *****************
C
PRINT 'JOJT THE INITIAL CONI)ITIONS
CH ANG,
0 4 0 
** .. ... .
CHANG
************** ****
7 !)') 25')() N = I ,.'IU
A1M4(N) = U)F(NIJLI I)*!FVE(N ,1)/SQRT (1. 4*AR*TEM(N.1))
IF(Y(N) .LE. 0.10 .JR. Y(N+I) .LE, 0.o ) GO TO 2500
VPFA = ALOU) J1(Y(J+1 )/Y(N))
VPE2 = tL.0rlIl O(IFVFt( !l ., I )/IIFVF( '', 1 ) )
IF( \/PF,2 .F . n).) ) ()O Tl 2500
VPE(N) = VrEt/VPE2
(q
C
C
C
C
C
C
I.
, . ....
2500 CONTINUE
CALL TAr1 (NUA4M.PRAT)
JSTUP( 1) = 0
D)0 27'O JK = 1'5
JSToP( IK + 1) = JSTIP( .JK) + 20*JK
LZ = JSTrf)p( JK)
TF(JK .EQ. 1) 1 =' I
JQ = ISTOP(JK + 1)
nI 2750 JL = L7, JQ,JK
IF(JL .EQ. ,ISTnp(.JK)) rGI Tf 2750
IF( JL .(iT, ISTUP) (if) TO! 3
yRAT = Y(JL)/rHET
TRAT = TEM( Jl., 1 )/TrM( N! 1 )
MRAT = IJFVF(JL-1)/SJRT(TRAT)
WRITE(6.60n).JL. JFVE(JL,1).HRATTRAT.TTRAr.TB*H,,PRAT(JL).yRAT,
2VPE(JL) .ALI (JL
275n CONTINUJ
C
3 NiJ3 = NiJ - 1
NU7=NIJ-2
C .o.... N!IJ - TOTAL NF. Or STEPS ACROSS THE o.L.
C ...... NF? - Nl. UOF 1INKNlWN STEPS ACRi)SS THE d,L.
C
C ********************** THE HEART OF THE PROtGRAM ***************** ****
C
C
C k* ******** START f ONFE rIlFRWAR) STEP CALCULATIONS **********
C
On 7750 LZIUS,NU1
C
C ........ FErF STREAM PRESSdRE GRAOIENT FACTOR'iETK
DX = XC(L+) - XO(L)
DXF=XE(L+I -XEr(L)
RETX = 2.*EN(L+ )*(JFL+t )-UE(L))/ )XE*((L(L+1 )+E ))/2,))
XED = EN(L+I)
ALPHA =ARSIN ( (AiJ(l+I )-ARJ(L) )/i)X)
TC1 = (SQRT(2.*XEF))*COS(ALPHA)/UE(L+t))*TCFACT
IF( SKIP .Fi). 0 ) GO() TO 22
PPLU-JS=TAR2(TF:MF)*AR*TEME/PE(L+t)*(IJE(L+I)-IIE(L))/((XO(Lt.+I)-XD(L))
I *((UE(L+I)+JF(L))/?. )**2*(CF/2,)**1.5)
22 CONTIN IE
C
C .. ,.* LOAnING THE snBOUND)ARY CONI)ITTONS
C
ECri( 1, 1 )=-FCO( I 0 .7)0,
ECO( lp?)=0.
FCr( 1 * 1 )=0.
FC.( lt, )--ENTTW(¢L+1. )/FNTE(L+1)
UFVE( (1 1)=0,
VVE(1,2) = VWAL(L+I)
UFVEf(Nll,2)=I ,0
ENTR(N', 2) = 1.0
C
C ........ () CALCULArIiN OF THE TRANSPORT PROPERTIES ......... * .. .
C
ALI(1)=AL( 1)/PR
IF(SKIP .NF. O) C,,) rTI 4
C
C ........ L AMINAR FLOW
C
ALP( 1) = AL( I )*AR*TEmF4( 1 )/PE(L+1 )
AL2(1) = Ai .1()*AR*TEM(1,l)/PE(L+I)
!0 3000 N = 1,J1?2
EPS N+ 1 )- 0. 0
RMUI=TEM( 1,1 )*TAfl2( TEM( N+1 I ) )/( TEM( N+1 .I )*TAB2( TEM( 11 )))
AL(N+i1 ) = RMIJ
ALP(N+1) = AL (N+1 )*AR*TEM(+IJ+ ,1)/PE(L+I)
ALl ( N+ )=R4t.J/pRQ
AL2(N+!)=AL.I(N+[)*AR*TEM(N+I,])/PE(L+I )
300n CONTIJNllE
C
C O****r**** START IJF THE ITTERATIrON LOOP FOR TURBUJLENT FLOW
4 l) 6000 JJ = I TFP
IF (SKIP .rO. 0) GrI TO 9
C
C . . .... TIRIJtL. ENT FlOIlW
M1
C
TF(J,: .ijT. ' ) +';=
ALP(1 ) Al (1 )'AR*Tf.t( IM)/FE(L+ )
AL?(1) Al I (1 *AP*T F: ( ,M)/PE(L+l1
C ....... FD VilSCIJSTITY CALCULATION
EPSLI=.01 ,8*UF(L.+! )*I)ELT
C ..... CfRRECTn.'J FACTlrN FOR SIILAYER AND TRANSITIflN
W0llJ,)y = -K*r(2.+R)*lJFVF( I.t0)+(K*(2.&K)+t . )*lJFVE(2,H)-0FVF(3.t))
t *;N r(LL+1 )/(K*( t .+K)*Y(?))
4CAL1 =AR*rEM(t 1 M1)*TAH2(TENM( 1 IM))/ PE(L+1)*I)IFlr)Y)
AChL=ASTAR*S50QRT( ACAL. )
Y8= 11. 8*S)RTI ( ACAL. 1 )
DO 3250 N=?,lO(n
IF (YR.lT. Y(N). AlD.YH.eGT.Y(N-I)) GOr TO 5
3250 CONT TNI-F
5 NSIIH=Nl
ACAL=ACAL*TAR2( TEM(NSUR,M))/TA92(Trr (I.M))*sURT(TFM(NSIJBM)/
I TE:F( 1 ,*r))
TF(VWALP(L+I).FQ.0.0) GOl TO) 6
VPLUS =-/WALP(L+1 )/SfQRT( AR*TFM( 1 ,M)*TAR2( TEM( 1 *!4) )*W[)lJL)Y/PE(L+1 ) )
FACT = F:xPC 11,8*. PLUS*TAi32(TEM(1, M))/TAB2(TEM(NSpJA.Mi)))
FACTIO)R = S;)HT(TAH2(TEH(NSLIrM))/TAR2( TFME ) *SQORT(TEM(1,M)/TFME)
t *PPL..JS/VPIl.lS*( 1.-FACT) + FACT)
(c1 nr 7
6 FACTOR =(1.-lt.b*TA82(1EM(IM))/TAqR?(TFME)*(TEM(1,M)/TEME)**.5
I *PPF.IJS)**·'
7 ACAL = ACAL-/FACI'fR
DO 3500 N1 = IU?
C , ,.. tNNFR riEGIriN
tL=Y(AJ+l )*4*.(1 *-kKP(-Y(M+ )/AC AL))
FPSK = l1XL*2?*AHS( IIF'VErN4+2.t)-rFVEFN.MH) )*tJE(L+l )/(Y(N+2)-Y(N))
FPS(N+1 )=EPSK*PE(L+1 )/(AR*TEM(N+IlM))
IF (FPSK (.4T. FPSO) GO TI. A
3500 CONTINUE
C ,,..... OMlTER REGTnN
A I - N-I
DO 3600 N [NtJ2
FPS(N+l) = EPSO*PFfl_+I)/(AR*TEM(N+IM))
3600 CONTINIIF
DO 3M01) N = ,NjU?
RMIJ='rFM( 1.4)*TAf32(TEM(N+l, M))/(TEM(N+IlM)*TAUB2(TEM(IM)))
AL(N+1) = R"IJ+PE(L+[)*FPS(N+l)/(AR*TFH(N+,Mk)*'AMUR(I_+t))
AL'(N+1) AL (;,]+1)*AR*TF:4(N+1.M)/PE(L+I)
c9
ALt(N+1)=RIU /PR+PE(L+I)*EPS(N+I)/(AR *TEM(N+I.M)*AMUlR(L+1t)
1*TA63(YF))
AL?(N+1)=ALI(N+1)*AIR*rFM(N+.1M)/PE(L+1)
3700 CONTINijF
C
9 AL(NUJ) = AL(N.- I-)
ALP(41J) = ~LP(JJ-I)
ALI (NI) = ALI.(NJ ' 1)
AL._(NJ) = A1.2(lJ - 1)
C
C ........ (2) C:ALiJLAT.lIN UF THE 4.L. EQUATIONS CrlEFFICIENT ...... .
C
Dn 4000 N INIJ2
TC = TC,/(ARJ(L+1)+TCFACT*Y(N+4)*Cr1S(ALPHA))**2?
ACr)(N.I)=(VVE(N+I1)/(2.*nN(N)*(I.+K))-(AL(N+2).AL(N))/(2.*(DNCN)*
1(C.+K))**2)-AL(N+I)/(ON(N)**?*(1.,+K)*K)-TC*ALP(N+I)/(2,*DN(N)*
2(1.+K)))*CKJS!
BCfl(Nt)=(AL(N+I)*(l.+K)/(r)N(N)**2*(1.+K)*K))*CNsI+4ETX*UFVE(N+t,1
1) + 2.*'(ED*UFVF(N+I.t)/I)XE
CC1 (N1)-VVE(N+I,1)/¢2* DN(N)*(1,+K))+(AL(N+2)-AL(N))/(2,,(DN(N)
I*(t.+K))**?)-Al(N+1)*K/(DN(N)**2*(1.+K)*K)+TC*ALP(N+t)/(2?*DN(N)*
2(I.+iK)))*CNSI
DC (N, 1 I )= IFX*TEM( N+l .)/TFM(NUI E )+2,*XED*UFVE(N+t A1)**2/DXE+CNS*(
1-VVE(N+.11)*(UrVE(N+2,1)-uFVE(Npl))/(¢.*DN(N)*(1,+K)) + (AL(N+2)-
2AL(N))*CIJFVE(N+2.1)tWFVE(N.I))/(2.*(DN(N)*(1.+K))**2) + AL(N+I)*(
3UFVE(N+2.l)-(!.+K)*UFVE(N+I.l)+K*IJFVE(N.1))/(ON(N)**2*(1.+K)*K)+
4TC*AIP(N+I)*(lUrVE(N+2,1)'UFVE(Nt))/(2**DN(N)*(!,+K)))
C
AC9(N.?)_(VVF(N+II)/(?,*DN(N)*(t,+K))-(ALI(N+2)-ALI(N))/(2.*(n!i(N
1)*(I.+K))**k2)-AL(N+I)/(f)N(N)**2*(I.+K)*K)-rC*AL2(N+!)/(2,*I)N(N)*
2( I1+K)))*CNSt
BCn(N.:) : E* 1)D*IIFVE(N+I )/I XF_+(ALI(N+I)*l+K)/( N(N)**2*
I(1..+K)*K))*CNSl
CCI( (N.? )'(VVE(N+l, 1)/(.*DN(N)*( 1.+K))+(ALI(N+2)-AL1(N))/
1(2. *(DN( ( 1 *+K )**2 )ALl (N+I )*K/( )JN)**2* (1 ,*K)*K) +TC*AL2 (N+ 1
2/(2,*DN(N)*(¢,+K)))*(CNSt
OCfl(N2?)=2.wXEn*!)FVE(N+1pl,1)*ENTR(N+I1l)/OXE'(UF(L+1)**2/ENTF(L+I)
I +iUF ( L )**?/FNTE( L ) )/(2. *IG)*( AL( N+1 )*( (IFVE ( N+2. I )-
2 UFVE(N I ))/(ON(N)*( 1.+K)))**2 - RETX* rEM(N+ 1 I t)/TEM( Nm IJ1
3 )*iJFVF N+I , 1I )+F TX*kdFVE(N+t I )*ENTR (N 1 I ) )+( VVE(N+I ,E 1 *
4 ~(F:NTR~(N+2..) )'ENTR(N I ))/(2,*i)N(N)*( I +K))+(AL1 (N+2)-ALt ¢N))
5 k(FNrR(N+2.t).-F TR(N.T ))/(2.*I)N( J)*(I.+K))**2 +ALI(N+I)*(ErJT
6 R(N+21. )-(I.+K)*ENTR(N+I.t)+K*ENTR(Nol))/(ON(N)**2*(I.+K)
7 *K)+TC*AL2(N+I)*(FENTR(N+2.11-ENTR(N,1))/(2.*ON(N)*(I.+K)
8 )*CNS
C
i00 3750 TI = 1-2
ECil(N+l .[ IT )--AC!tJ(N I )/( RCFl(N TI )+CCO(No I I )*ECil(NI, I))
FC,( N+.l II )=(OCiJ(N, II )-CCI(N, I I )*FCj)( N, I I ) )/(BCO( N I I )+
ICCF(Cl. T[l)*FCO(NT, T))
3750 CONTTN'JE
4000 CONT T NJE
C
C ........ (3) SFLUTTW;4 TI THE HOIJNDARY LAYER EQIATIIONS .. * .. ..
CC RY INVERTING TH£ MATRIX
C
r)O 4251 [ = .WJil3
SO=NJ- T
UFVE(Sns )=EiCO Srll )*UFVE(SO+1,2 )+FCO(SO, I)
ENTR( Sn, )=ECn( Sf1,?)*ENrR(sQ+1 ,?)+rFC)( SO.2)
7O
ENT(SO. )=KNT'R( SOR,2)*ENTE(L+1)
TEM( SO,2 )=T AR(FNT( S, 2) )
425n CONTINILE
TEM(NU,?) = TF'4(NfIJ3?)
TE IME TFt4( NIi, 2)
C
C ,,,,,*, TF NEW VALIIES OF Y
DO 5000 N : 2.N d
y( N ) =ON( N-1 )/ 2 *( SORT( , *XF( L+ L) ) *AR*T E( N-[ , 2 )/(U E( L+I )*ARJ( L )
l*PF(L+t))+S(QRT(r*KE(L*+l))*AR*TFE'(N,2)/(UE(L+I)*ARJ(L+t
I )*PE L*.+1 ) ) )
+YC(N-I)
5000 CONTIN'JEF
C ,,,. T HE 1NFW INCrf1MPRESSIRLE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS
1EL' =0.
uO 550') N = 2X!U3
DELTz(Y(N)-f(N-I))/2.*((1,-UFVE(N-1,2))+(,"UFVE(N,2)))+DELT
5500 CONT[NIJF
6000 CFONT[NilE
C ********** 4T IF THE ITTERATION LOOP FOR TIJRBUJLFENT FLOW
C
C ,,,.... (4) CALCUJLATION OF THE /'-VELOCITY FROM THE CONTINUITY EON. *
C
00 6'539 N I * tIl?
VVE( N+I , 2) =VVEF ( N, ?)-VV (V NI , 1 ) +VVE( N, I )22*0N( N)*XED* ( UFVE( N+I ,,2)
1I FvF(N+ 1 l)+IJFV r( N 2)IJFVF N1. ) )/nxE-0fN(N)*(uFvE( N+, F2)+UI vE( N,2)
I+ UFVV(N+I j ! )+}!:'IFV F !) )/N,
6250 ClNTINW;
C
C *********************** THE HEART IS FINISHED ******************* ****
C
C ************* CALCULATInN OF SOME B.L. CHARACTERISTICS ********* ***
C
C ....., 1. rHF NEw VALUES OF Y
C CALCUJLATEO IN THF 9000 0t LOOP
C
C . ... 2, HF E[)f- (I1F THE fHOU'IDARY LAYER
IF (SKIP .,. 0) 1=30
IF (SKIP ,NE, 0) 1:150
DO 6500 N = TNI
KSTOP = N + 2
IF ( UFV.(M!,2) ,GT. .995 ) ;O T) tO10
6500 CO:,!T I NU
10 DELT1 = Y(N)
C
C ...... 3. I)ISPLACEHFNT AND MnMENTuM THICKNESS
OELT=O.
T H F 'T 0 .
OELJAR = 0.0
THE.AR = 0.0
J)O 750 N=:',NI3
AC)RR =(1,+rcFaC*FY(tN)/ARJ(L+I))*(y(N)-y(N-1))
DELT = . CORR /2.*((1 .-TEM(NlJ3,2)*IIFVE(N-l,2)/TEM(N-1.2))
1+(I.-TF.T!(NI1J32)*IJFVE-(N.2)/TEri((N,2)))+r)F-LT
TFT = ACoIRR /2,*((I.-tJFVE(N-1I2))*tJFVE(N-t,2)*TEM(NU3,2)/
1TFi4 (N 1,p?)+(l.-UJFvrF(N,?))*I.IFVE(Np2)*TEM(NJ3p2)/TEM(N2))+THEr T
IF( N ,,T. ;<(ST;P) GO T) 65)90
DELHaR = %*f(1-.IFVE(N,2))+(C.oIFVE(N-,2)))* ACORR +DElRAR
THEBAR.5* (l,"ALIFVF(N,?))*IJFVE(ip2)+(I.-JFVE(N-1,2))*IJFVE(N-!.p)*
I ACORR + Tqt&FAL
6750 CONTINUE 
SHFA = .FLT/THFT
TRSHFA = )FLt.AR/THF8AR
C
C ...... 4. REYN0Lr)lS NtMERS
RE <-PF(L+1)/(AR*TEM(NlJ·2))*UE(L+1)*XD(L+1)/TAB?(TEM(NU.2))
RTHET = JE(i+i)*PE(L-+I)/(Ar?*TEM(NU,2))*THiET/TArl2(TEHE)
C ·, 5. SKI' FRICTION COEFFICIENT
CF = 2.*TAR2(TF1M(12))*ARJ(L+I)**I*TEM(NU2,2)*(-K*(2.+K)*UFVE(1.2)
1 +(K*(?.+K)+!.)*tIFVE(2,2)'UFVE(3,2))/(K*( .+K)*DN(l1))*1/((2,*
2 XF(I+I ))**95*TFM(lp?))
IF( ARJ(L) .NE. 1.0 ) GL Tn 11
CF1(L+!) CF
CF2 = CF2 - (CFI(L+1) + CFI(L))*(XD(L+I) - XD(L))/2.
CFAV = CF2/Xr)(Ll)
C
C , , 6. HEAT TPANSFFR COEFF. · STANTON NO.
11 RE = SHRT(PR)
IF( SKIP N.. ') ) RE - PR**(lo/3·)
TR( cTAq( FNTrJ 1 T Et( N3, ? 2)) *RE TEH( NU3~,2)
ST =-TAR?(TEM(l1,?)l*TEH(NU2*2)*ARJCL+ )*(-K*(2.+K)*TEM(1.2)+(K*(2.
I +K)+1 .)*TFH (?.2)-TEMH(3,2))/(K*(1 .+K)*DN(1))*1./(PR*TEM(1,?)*
2 (?.*XF(L+1I))**.5*(TE(1, 2)-TR))
S = 2.*T/Ci
C
C .... 7.  VFI.OCIIY PROFILE EXPONENT
00 7110) N .- ?"IJ
IF( Y(N) .LE. 0.0 . 1R· YcN+1) .LE. 0.0 ) GO TO 7100
VPFI = AtLrO10(Y(N+I)/Y(N))
VPF2 = 4LOiFGlO(CFVF(J+l ,2)/IIFVE(N2))
IF( VPF2 .FI. 0.0 ) GO O10 7100
VPF(N) = VPE1/VPF2
?100 CONF[NlF:
C
C * .... A. PRESSiURE RAIIO
C
C ... 9. TEMPERATIIRF AND IACH NO. RATIO
ENT(NAll?) - FNT(MHl- j2?
Oi 4500 N = I .NII
FNTT(N.2) = ENT(N.?) (1JFVF(N,2)*IJE(L+1))**2/(2.*RIG)
AM1( QJ)=ilE(L+ )*UFVFi No2)/SQRT( I .4*ARTEt4(N.2))
4500 COlNTINlUE
CAl.,L TArl (NUlAl4MMPRAT)
QE = PE(l.+I)*tJlE(L+I)**2/(2.*AR*TAR(ENT(NlJ,?2)))
AMACH(L+I) = UF(L+i)/(49,1*SQRT(TAR(ENT(NU·2)))1
DELT = nELr*12,
THET = rHET*12.
ODELiAR = OFLRAiqR*t2.
TH[FAR = THE8AP*12.
DELTM = rFLT/.1937
THFTI = THFT/.3j37
DELRM = DELHAR/.3937
TH:EHM = THFHAR/.3937
Xl)i = Xr)(L+l)/3.?81
'JF.l -. lIl(L+1)/1.2R1
TE = TAA(ENT(Ni!2))
TFo TF*5./9.
TTF = TAR(FNTn)
TTFM = TTE*5./Q.
TW = TAR4(ENTTW(L+l))
TWM = TW*5./9,
TAW = TAR(ENT(NUJ.2))*(1. + RE*AMACH(L+1)**2*,4/2,)
TAWM = TAW*5./g.
PFM = PE(L+l)/08.9
QEM = OF/20o.9
R = TA (ENTO))*qETY/TEM(NU,?)
TWRAT = TW/TAW
C
C * .. .......................... OUTPUT ...ee..... .e.. ,.,,,., *..
C
WRITE(6,*?50J)L
WRTTE(6.40O0)AMACH(L+ 1-),lUF(I-+1),PUEMPE(L+1),PEMDQE, QEMTEpTFEQTTE,
1 TTLM, TW, TWMoTA,,TAWM
WRITF(06,350);)ELTD)FLTMET.HETTHE rM, SHFHA ELDDE3ARELM,. THE8 AR, THTFRM
1,TRSHFATwRATRiHETRE(,CFCF'VASTStXD(L+I),XDM
vWRTTE(6.55n)
JSTOJP( I ) = O
D.) 7250 JK = 1.5
JSTUP( JK + 1) = JSTt.P(JK) + 20*JK
LZ = JSTOPCJK)
IF(JK .FQ, 1) LZ = l
JO = JSTOP(JK + 1)
Il) 725) JL = L7,,JQ)JK
IF(JL F', JSTnP(JK)) GO Tn 7250
IF( JL .GT. KSTIIP ) Go Tn 12
YRAT = Y(JL)/TVIL.T * 12
TRAT = rFM(JL,7)/TFH(Nll,2)
MRAT = IlFVF(JL,?)/S.RT(TRAT)
TTRAT = TA9rFNTT(JL,,2))/TAR(ENTO)
T4 = (TAR(FrHTT(JL,2))-TAR(FNTTW(L+I)))/(TAR(ENTO)-TAR(ENTTW(L.+I)))
HH = (ENTT(JL,?) - ENTTW(L+l))/(ENTO - ENTTW(L+I))
WRITE(6,60. ).JL.,IFVF(Jl-.2),*RATPTRATPTTRATT$,H8RPRAT(JL),YRAT,
2VPF(.)L).AL1 (JL.)
JKZ = JL + JK
IF( Y(JI.) .LT. Yl .AND. Y( JKZ ) .GT. Yf ) WRITE(6,650)
7250 CONTINJUE
C
C ...... INTERCHANr.E TNOICFS I AND 2 Tn START NEW FORWARD CALCULATTf!NS
1? no 7500 N = 1pNJ
IJFVE(J,,.J)=iFVF(N.2)
VVF ( ' 1)-VVF.( N'l2)
,FNTr(Nv1)=F.TT(N,2)
TEM(Nl)=TFf4(N?2)
ENT(N~1 )-ENrtN,2)
ENTH(N,1) = FNTR(N2?)
jFVE( CN,,)-,-).
VVF(N#2~)-.
ENTR(N. ')=o.
TEM( Np? )=.
EN'F( -, 2 ) _=.
7500 CONTINUEJ
DEI-T = O)ELT/12.
THFET = ThET/12?.
C
C ********** END) ef FnRWARO STEP CALCULATIlNS **********
7750 C(INT I NUJF
C
C ********* END I]F MAIN Dfl LOOP **********
IF (i41X .E()o NIIL) GOI TO 9000
8000 C!})NT I NJE
/793
C ~~~ox ~~P~~oD~~c1BLEP
c
C ************* FORMAT **********
150 FfRMAT(6XltH** ********************************** LAMINAR FLnN 
1..... INITIAL PRIOFILES **********************************/)
200 FORq4T(////8X,110H******************************** TURHULENT FLOW
I ,.... TNTTIAL PROFTLES ******* *********** ********** *******/)
250 FOR?.IAT( ///IX.n0***************************************** FLOW
1Q)NTIT FS ...... . . STA rIoN = ,I2,47H ***************************
300 FOQMAT(//Ix,4HME ,E.lt.4pltX,4HUE 2=EI.4,IH(,Ell.4*1H) 6X.4HPE =
1.Fll41.qH(,E11.4,lH). 5Xp49,) =,E1 1.4 lH(*Ell.,4lII)//14HTE =,
2 El t.4lH(.FI1.4vH),5X.SHTTE =,F1.4,1H(,E11.4,lH),S5X,4HTW =DFlI
3 4 1H( .ll .lp1). X.5H14TAw =,E11 4,IH(EIlt.4,IH))
350 FoRt4AT( /1X,6Hr)LT =FlI1 ..4*lH( ,EI1.4l,1H).5X,6HTHET =,E1l .4.l H( Fll.
14,lH)v5Xp3HH =.El11.4o5X,3H9 =, Ell.4//1Xpl4DELTT =,£11*.4qlH(E
211.4~ 1H)o4X,7?THETT =,Fll.,4lH( .E11.4,1H)*4X,4HHT =.E11,4oSX#8HTW/
3TAW =*l' 1,4L//lXo6HRTHET=,El1.4,3X,4HREX=,Ell.4.3X,3HCF=.EII.4,3X*4
4HC A=,F1).4.39Pj:qCH=PEIl.4p3X#2HS=,E11.4q2X,2HX=PEI1.4*1H('E11.4q1
5H) )
550 FORMAT(/3X,lHN,7X,/iHII/UEX,4HM/HE.8X,4iHT/TE,7X.6HTT/TTE,8X.2HTfi
1IlOXPHH9oBX,6HPT/IPTF,6XY6HY/THETr.?X.4HVP-N dX,3HALI)
600 FnRMAT(xI3,3)(. lOCL11.4,1X))
650 Fr)HMAT2XP12?H……---------…-----------------------…-…-- -----------
I-----... ---.-----...--.--.-.-... ..................................
2 ... )
C
900n srnp
FN.
REFNTRANT FrORMAT
NON'REETr A\N1l F
C~)N
CON
FUNCTIii TA13(ENr)
DlHENEjSItN X(60)
DATA t X(IJ), J = .60 ) /23.74,47.A7,7l.61,95.953119.48,143.47,
I 167*56,t91. 1,?16.26,240.9,2659o99pQ291.30316.94,342.90.369,17#
2 395.74?a 22'.59449.7?l,477oO9,504o7l,532.55p560.59.588.82,617.22?
3 645,7 ?t.74.49oO3..i9,7J'2.?3'76blql5,(90,68620oO3,849*48P,879.O,
4 9 .66,93A.40o9A8.2)199~ .I1IO28O9,.1O058.l4.1088.26,1118,46.
5 114q .?'P1 179.o,1?209.!42,1?39.$b.12lO.3 6 @1 3 0 0 .q 2 '1 3 3 1 .511362. 7?
61392.?,la23.62,P!454.411485.26,1916.14'1547T.O,17l578.o3,1609,0n4
7 1A'O.O.,16.)1 7. ig99. 1i/
IF( ENT .GT. Xth')) ) GO TO 63
N=7
60 IF (ENT .LFX(N)) GCJ TO 61
N=N+I
GI] TO 60
61 TAB=100,o*(rtlAT(N-l)+(FNT-X(N'I-))/*X(N)-X(N-I)))
G (iO T'1 64
63 TAN = 2000.0
64 RETURN
END
#8*8 *# 8 8 te *414*4 tS #* 0 4f 4 *Ii t * ;# # 8 *8* X * 4* #####***#*######*#$55 5*55*89#t 845*#54
SUlRROUT1INE TAF1 (N1,MP)
RFAL M1
DILENSTr)N M(50! ).P(501 ) PT?(501)
fi = I, 4
!)0 I 00 J = Ip.
IF( M(J) .LrT. 1.0 ) GO Tl l
IF( (J) ,FQ. 1,O ) GO TO ?
PT;7( j)=( ( ,*¢ *( 7 ·) *!i( .1**2 )**¢ G/(G-l. ) )) * ( ¢ 1 ·)/( 2.*G'iM( J)**2' ¢ G
I'1]. ) ) )*t*( 1. ./( r,..1, ))
cO Tf 1000
I PT?(J) = (1. + ,5( - 1.)*M(J)**2?)**(fi,/(G 1.))
rGO T1 1o000
2 PT?(J) = 1,8929
1 000 Cf);4r I TN4iJ[
I) 1 2.)0) .1 = t * ,
P(l) = PT2(J)/PT'(N)
2000 COn4lTIJ:IE
RE TURN
F. N !)f)
F lll(C T I 1.J TAH? 2 TEFP)
C
C ***** TA32(TE:P '****** IS KEYF:s FlRMIIL A TO CALCULATE THE VISC.rSI TY
C OF AIR FROrt THE TE11PEPATURE
C
T =;2 0.t)232*. '6*5(.RT(I 'FMP)/( 1I ,+2?0./TF.MP*1 0.**
t ¢-9./TEMP))
RE NRNIN
EN()
#4#N**N4#N1*Uj#it..5#' **d***4N'#*###4N#g######*#Nh#########4N##NUN#N##N%1tN**N*4gt~*#N
FuLINC T T l T,.H3 (YI) D
TAH3 = ,.9
KPQ s '
0 'T0 (123Lo1),KPP
1234 IF (YD L.E o.0, ¢f 'fO n P(
IF ( T¥ .(*. .')V) TA'i 3=2.
G(I Tn! Al
80 IA7 0 3=.9 + V1/ .05*1.1
81 RFTUjN
####4*4*5 ** it g 4 4 4 i r N 4*# #4f##t*dN#44N444N##4# 4#N1S#N*44NN*N##f#*NN$##*1tU5#V#b~
CfON
THE FnlLL'WINf; Rir'TNFS WFfRE REQUFESTED FRnM THE. FORTRAN SYM40LIC LITRARY:
¢.~
